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Covering the basics of Celtic shamanism, with reference to traditional lore and source materials

through the lens of both ancient and modern Druidry and shamanic practice, The Druid Shaman is a

well rounded guide, showing the seamless cross over between Druidry and shamanism in the Celtic

tradition. It covers topics such as how to attain and work with guides and allies, understanding the

spirit realm and interaction with spirits of all kinds, accessing powers of place, traveling the world

tree and working with the seven directions and exploring and navigating within the Celtic

Otherworld. With practical techniques, exercises and core skills, The Druid Shaman can be used as

a practical manual as well as a valuable resource for practicing shamans and druids as well as

those new to the subject.
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I am so very glad I ordered this book. It's beautifully bound and illustrated with very useful

information. I've been sitting out in my garden reading it. Makes me feel very much in touch with all

that is around me and puts a smile on my face. Has lots of information about the inter-worlds we



used to know. I plan to purchase more books like it and recommend it to anyone who loves nature.

Haven't completely finished, but am over 90% done. There are some grammatical mistakes that

make me cringe, and you'd think an editor or publisher would fix these before release. The premise

of the book is a good one. It teaches someone on the path the basic principles behind spirit

travelling. The author did add a bunch of fluff in there that I think is unnecessary. Don't tell someone

what to visualize when they are meditating. Everyone will have different experiences, and if you

paint the picture of your experience, you may change their subconscious views and alter their

experience (which I see as detrimental to your cause of teaching others). Other than that, it's a good

guide for a beginner.

Wonderful little book. A pocket guide that is beautifully written and lovingly illustrated. Guides the

reader to lots of simple activities to connect with the spirits of nature. A stepping stone to deeper

exploration. Educational.

A wonderful overview of Druid/shamanic practices that I find very useful! As I go through the Path

I've chosen, this little book has some great techniques to help me along my way. I recommend it to

anyone seeking to follow this path.

Danu Forest does a great job in not only describing the techniques, but gives some insight into the

lore of the Other world. I highly recommend this book for all those would-be Shamans!

An exciting how to book for those either exploring the Druid's path or for those already practicing

this ancient and venerable path.

Very informativekind of known I could feel things all my life Any one that wants a better

understanding of their self

Very well written and finally a clear understanding of the origins and traditions of the Druids. A must

have for beginners as well as a good reference for more advanced practitioners.
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